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Tea, coffee or printed cotton? Farm households’ consumption
of goods in Northern Sweden, 1760–1820
Marie Ulväng

Department of Media Studies, Stockholm University, Stockholm, Sweden

ABSTRACT
This article explores the landowning farm households’
consumption of foreign and manufactured goods in the
hinterland of northern Sweden in 1770 to 1820. A set of probate
inventories shows that the farmers in this particular area – a
remote but central transit area for goods between the Norwegian
coast and southern Sweden – were part of the general
historiography of consumption. However, the findings of tea and
coffee utensils, porcelain, printed cotton, silk fabrics and worsted
fabrics show that their consumer behaviour – defined as ‘semi-
industrious’ – was shaped by the area’s characteristics. The
farmers increased their market participation and consumption of
goods without breaking their existing consumption culture. They
simply acquired more of the same – worsted fabrics for clothing
and accessories in printed cotton and silk fabrics. The pattern of
consumption is explained by the area’s firm population structure,
strong class barriers and practical aspects such as poor housing.
The manufactured fabrics responded to many purposes in the
farmers’ day-to-day lives. The worsted fabrics were durable, warm
and exclusive and the accessories fashionable. Compared with tea
and coffee utensils, porcelain, clothing was a versatile belonging
that did not need a home to be shown.
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Introduction

The extensive consumption research tells us that foreign goods, such as coffee and cotton,
were central to the gradual transformation of Europe into a modern consumer society.
The research that focuses on the demand for goods can be divided into two broad
areas of interest: how people increased their consumption of goods, and why they
demanded particular goods. The matter of ‘how’ is mainly related to questions about
income and labour-force participation. The century before the industrial era was charac-
terised by growing consumption in many classes of societies.1 Given the idea that real
incomes remained stable or even declined, Jan de Vries argues that a growing demand
for market goods motivated households to reallocate their resources – especially
women’s and children’s use of time – encouraging them to work harder and become
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more market-oriented.2 This ‘industrious revolution’ is assumed to have been a forerun-
ner of the industrial breakthrough and to have set the stage for modern economic growth.
Several studies have pointed out that the industrious revolution varied in strength and
course depending on the context.3

In the Nordic countries, the process was less straightforward than in early industrial-
ised countries.4 Separate studies by Ragnhild Hutchison and Alan Hutchison confirm
that production, consumption and market participation increased in Norway over the
course of the 18th century, but it is not possible to say that the demand for market
goods was the main driving force of growth.5 Whatever the cause, the research agrees
that the consumption of textiles, caffeine drinks and household goods increased substan-
tially in the century before the industrial breakthrough.

Today, we know more about the consumption of goods in cities and households in
close proximity to cities and ports, areas known to promote consumption. The purpose
of this study is to contribute to our understanding of the consumption of foreign and
manufactured goods in an area far from coasts and urban settlements – the Swedish pro-
vince of Härjedalen on the border with Norway – between 1760 and 1820.

The survey area has thus been selected based on its geographical remoteness and its
inclusion in an ongoing commercialisation process. Most people were landowning
farmers, and they are also the focus of the survey. On the one hand, Härjedalen was a
sparsely populated area, without cities and ports in the forested hinterland. On the
other hand, the farm households’ involvement in trade made Härjedalen an important
transit area for goods between the Norwegian seaport of Trondheim and the mining
town of Röros, the linen industry in Hälsingland and the centre of iron production in
Bergslagen, which also meant connections with Stockholm and other cities in the sur-
rounding area of Mälardalen.6 (see Figure 1) During the studied period, the Swedish
population grew from nearly 2 to 2.6 million. 7 Almost 90 percent lived in rural areas
and mainly in the southern parts and on the coasts. At the turn of the 1800s the
capital, Stockholm, had just over 75,000 inhabitants.8

The circumstances in Härjedalen offer us a different and not yet studied perspective on
consumption. The fact that the people were both farmers – a group known for being
rather conservative in their consumption – and traders, with access to a wide range of
goods, raises questions about which goods households preferred and why. Moreover,
the study area offers an insight into the presence of foreign and manufactured goods
in a peripheral area.

The study is based on a set of probate inventories, from which six objects associated
with food, home, or clothing – tea and coffee utensils, porcelain, printed cotton, silk
fabrics and worsted fabrics – have been selected. The questions are as follows: to what
extent and why did the landowning farm households either acquire or not acquire
these goods? Did consumption increase or otherwise change over time? Did the pattern
of consumption in Härjedalen differ from the general historiography of consumption?

The years 1760 to 1820 cover a period when Swedish policy aimed to develop domestic
production by protecting it from foreign competition and suppress so-called ‘luxury con-
sumption’.9 To achieve this, the government introduced import barriers, sumptuary laws,
taxes on goods and state-supported manufacturing. The establishment of the Swedish East
IndianCompany was oneway of preventing the importing of Chinese goods fromWestern
Europe. The samemotive lay behind the Swedish aspiration to acquire colonies in theWest
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Indies and South America. The period is characterised both by an increased supply of
foreign and manufactured goods and an ambition to limit and control their consumption.

Of great importance for people’s opportunities to consume and participate in trading
activities was that crafting and trade until 1846 were considered urban livelihoods. This
meant that the rural population— almost 90 percent of the total— needed to make their
purchases in towns or at certain periodic markets, and that cities were hubs for the dis-
tribution of goods.10

Research overview: economic, social and practical considerations

In the extensive research on consumption there are three perspectives of particular inter-
est for this study – economic, social and practical. Not only are they difficult to dis-
tinguish from each other but they are also closely related to geographical factors such
as climate, livelihood and distance.

Basically, the demand for goods was linked to people’s purchasing power and access to
goods. A general assumption is that the demand for goods was elastic and related to what
was left after basic needs were provided for.11 Yet what was considered a basic necessity is
a highly relative and contextual issue. In preindustrial times, and especially in rural

Figure 1. Map of the region Södra Norrland and Dalarna which shows villages and towns mentioned
in the farm households’ incoming and outgoing debts in probate inventories. The map is drawn by
Marianne von Essen, Jamtli.
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households with a high degree of economic self-sufficiency, extra income was considered
a bonus that could be converted into anything other than essentials. A longer period with
an extra inflow of cash could have an immediate and major impact on people’s ward-
robes, for example.12

In areas with a diverse population and high mobility, such as in cities and the sur-
rounding countryside, people were more likely to adopt new things than in areas with
a small and homogeneous population.13 In the households of the privileged classes, ser-
vants could get paid with fashionable clothes, or become familiar with tea drinking by
reusing their gentrified employers’ tealeaves. If craftspeople worked for households of
both the upper or lower classes, new fashion styles could be transferred. In rural areas,
the spread of new goods moved quickly as soon as a commodity was accepted within
a socially comparable layer.14

Today, the idea that consumption was primarily driven by competitive behaviour
and that the lower classes uncritically imitated the upper classes has been replaced
by the view of consumption as a way of creating trust and belonging between
people, which also created distance from others.15 This means that people had to
adapt to the level of consumption considered appropriate within the group. The
new goods, or rather the habits or practices involved, were modified to the existing
conditions and norms of the group before being adopted.16 However, to conduct con-
sumption in a tasteful and socially adequate way also required a certain skill. This
fuelled a fear of being associated with over-consumption or a too-fashionable style
in relation to one’s social standing.

The meaning of consumption was also closely associated with the social and practical
purposes of households.17 The organisation of day-to-day life in households, i.e. cookery,
eating, cleaning, sleeping and resting, largely decided the meaning of consumption.
Households with spacious housing, servants and refined manners preferred different
goods to households with only one daily room used for cooking, sleeping, socialising
and handicraft production.

The general story of consumption, outlined by Maxime Berg, Daniel Roche, Carole
Shammas, Jon Stobart and Lorna Weatherill, reveals that the modern consumer had a
growing desire for comfort and fashion. Warmer clothing and housing stimulated the
demand for goods that provided more heat, better lighting, more comfortable furniture,
and clothes of lighter fabrics.18 The stronger desire for fashionable consumer goods trig-
gered a transition from expensive and durable items to less durable and cheaper items
that were also more sensitive to trends. This could be exemplified by the change from
plates of wood or tin to porcelain, or by the transition from heavy woollen fabrics and
linens to lighter cotton and half-woollen fabrics.

The goods and their contexts

Given the number of studies on consumption in early modern times it is not possible to
do justice to previous research on specific goods. Generally, port cities, which provided
an influx of goods, have been identified as important distribution hubs.19 Anne McCants
has shown that the diffusion of tea drinking among Amsterdam’s lower social strata was
greatly facilitated by the fact that a low-grade, cheap product was widely available in the
1750s and 1760s.20 Tea was the Swedish East Indian Company’s main commodity,
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though a larger share – up to 90 percent – ended up being re-exported or smuggled into
the more lucrative British tea market.21 An observation made in 1777 by a traveller
passing through Gothenburg, the homeport of the Swedish East Indian Company,
shows that even farmers drank tea, which could be purchased in large quantities and
at a low price.22 Christer Ahlberger, who has studied the consumption of tea, coffee
and porcelain, points out that tea seems to have been a common commodity among
the peasants in the coastal area near to Gothenburg around 1800.23

Tea and coffee had a similar and early spread in Norway’s northern coastal area, which
has been explained by households’ involvement in the European fish trade.24 Apart from
Gothenburg, which had a high inflow of foreign goods, tea mainly remained a beverage for
townspeople and the upper classes, while coffee soon became a beverage for the people.25

Ahlberger estimates that the number of coffee consumers in western Sweden increased
almost sevenfold between 1800 and 1850. The expansion is largely explained by changes
in the supply. Leos Müller points out that although the price of tea fell continuously
during the 18th century, it remained both more expensive and less accessible than coffee.26

When the British government reduced its taxes on tea and increased its own imports in
the 1780s, the SwedishEast IndianCompany lost almost its entiremarket, and it ended com-
pletely in1813.27Coffee, on theother hand, entered anewphasewhenSwedenbeganexport-
ing iron to several newly independent South American states.28 Back home, the ships were
loaded with coffee, cotton, sugar and other goods. The importing of coffee multiplied in the
first half of the 19th century. According to the number of import bans, coffee seems to have
troubled the governmentmore than tea.29The last sumptuary lawoncoffee ceased in1823.30

Ragnhild Hutchison explains that Norway experienced a similar ‘coffee boom’ due to rising
availability and falling prices on the world market. In the 1820s, coffee had almost become a
product for everyday use in both Norway and Sweden.31

The consumption of porcelain was closely associated with the culture of tea. The influx
of goods stimulated European manufacturers to begin their own production. An early
example is the Dutch production of finer faience in Delft – the ‘Dutch Delftware’. The
first Swedish production of genuine porcelain started in 1760, half a century after the
establishment of the Meissen factory. Ahlberger’s study points out that the demand
for porcelain was strong and socially widespread in western Sweden before the turn of
the 1800s.32 Plates were rare among farmers and peasants in 1750, but no longer
unusual around 1800. However, genuine porcelain was long considered a luxury when
compared to faience and stoneware.33

The use of worsted fabrics and silk fabrics was related to the supply of cotton. In the
words of John Styles, nothing did more to change the way ordinary people dressed in
18th-century England than the introduction of cotton fabrics.34 Cotton fabrics with col-
ourfast patterns, first used in curtains, quilts and pillowcases in wealthier homes, were
initially shipped from India. By the end of the 18th century, large cotton-printing under-
takings had developed in England, France, the Netherlands and Switzerland. Soon, Euro-
pean goods had replaced the imports of Indian printed cotton.35 The wood-block
printing technique eventually made it possible to produce printed fabrics at lower
costs. In terms of fashion, this printing technique made it easier for the producers to
respond to market trends and adapt their products to demand in different layers.
During the 18th century, lighter, cheaper and washable cotton pushed aside heavier
worsted and expensive silk fabric in fashionable dress.
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A number of European studies have shown that households across all social strata
acquired more or better clothes during the 18th century.36 Decorative accessories, such
as aprons and neckerchiefs, became increasingly important, and women’s clothing
tended to be more commercially oriented. Roche and de Vries point out that expenditure
on clothing increasedmore quickly than other groups of belongings, and that women spent
twice as much as their husbands.37 In the Nordic countries, these changes mainly occurred
during the second half of the 18th century.38 According to Alan Hutchison’s study of Nor-
wegian ‘fisher-farmers’, the amount of clothes, and particularly the number of accessories,
increased between 1750 and 1800.39 The ownership of lighter woollen, cotton and silk
fabrics increased, while the presence of traditional heavy woollen clothes decreased. Cloth-
ing became more varied, and women’s wardrobes changed the most.

In Sweden, state subsidies gave rise to a variety of textile manufacturers. The woollen
manufacturers dominated themarket and Stockholm became the centre of the production
of both cloth and worsted fabrics.40 The first cotton-printing workshop was set up in
Stockholm in 1729.41 Manufacturing became more sophisticated after 1789, when Euro-
pean Jews were allowed to establish printing workshops.42 At the same time, trade regu-
lations and sumptuary laws were introduced to restrain people’s consumption. Four
major sumptuary laws, based on the idea that different classes had different rights to
consume, were published in 1720, 1731, 1766 and 1794.43 Textiles and clothing were
among the most regulated areas.44 Trade in foreign worsted fabrics was liberalised in
1830.45 Foreign printed cotton was still subject to trade barriers in the 1840s.46

The study

The survey area

In Härjedalen, living conditions were largely defined by the area’s mountain scenery and
large forests. The province hosted one iron works, Ljusnedals bruk, but had no cities or
urban settlements. Population growth was weak but increased after the turn of the 1800s.
As in the country in general, this rise took place mainly within the group of landless
people (see Table 1). Throughout the whole study period, the population was dominated
by landowning farmers. The proportion of households belonging to those of the higher
social classes was very small, usually only the households of the priest and the ‘länsman’
coffee boom. In 1830 the population had reached almost 6,000, though this still meant
less than one person per square kilometre.

The agricultural conditions were poor and livestock farming was the main source of
income. The rich highland pastures were used in a transhumance system (whereby live-
stock was moved to higher, richer pastures in summer and to the valleys in winter), and
Härjedalen was part of a larger agricultural system that stretched across Dalarna and
southern Norrland.47 Jesper Larsson, who studied the workforce and use of commons
in this area, explains that the opportunity to breed more animals during the summer
put pressure on the provision of winter forage, which gave rise to improved farming
methods and early mechanisation.48 With reference to the concept of the ‘industrious
revolution’, Larsson considers the area to have been a part of a general Western European
pattern of increased work, specialisation and commercialisation. However, the harsh
climate made Härjedalen less developed than the eastern part.
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There are few records of livestock holding before 1850, but one study claims that the
average farm in Härjedalen had ten to fourteen cows, around five young cattle, twenty to
thirty sheep and a dozen goats during the first half of the nineteenth century.49 A study of
probate inventories indicates that the number of cows peaked around 1800.50 At this
time, the area’s livestock farming was observed by foreign travellers. In 1799, Johann
Wilhelm Schmidt noted that: ‘Especially in Härjedalen, the cattle give a very fine butter. It
is characterized by its good taste and yellow color’.51 The probate material also includes
many incoming and outgoing debts to merchants in commercial towns in Norway and
Sweden, indicating that the farmers were involved in the regional trade.52 Fur and fowl
were sold alongside dairy products. The markets took place during the winter, when the
farms required less work and when goods could easily be transported by sleigh. Cash,
which suggests trading activity, is likewise a common item in the probate inventories. The
landowning farm households could maintain a relatively high degree of economic self-
sufficiency butweremarket-oriented andapart of the region’s commercial trade.Altogether,
the decades around the turn of the 1800s stand out as a dynamic period during which time
the population growth took off and began reshaping the area’s social structure.

Materials and method

The study is primarily based on probate inventories. The obligation to set up probate
inventories was formalised in Swedish civil law in 1734. The probate inventory was sup-
posed to cover the households’ entire assets, i.e. both real estate and movable property,
although jewellery and clothing were usually regarded as private belongings. The probate
inventories are detailed throughout the studied period. For instance, around half of all
clothes are described by material. Finer and higher-valued garments are more likely to
be described than plainer everyday clothes.

To analyse the farm households’ consumption, comparisons with other groups are
essential. Therefore, probate inventories for ‘higher-ranking civil servants’ (ironmasters,
clergymen and county officials), ‘länsmän’ and ‘peasants’ (landless crofters, farmhands
and maids) are included in the study. The probate inventories for landowning farmers
and landless peasants have been selected from one of the area’s largest and most popu-
lated parishes in Härjedalen, Lillhärdal. In terms of population structure and livelihoods,

Table 1. The population and number of households in Lillhärdal parish (1760–1830).
Year 1760 1790 1805 1830

Population 677 721 717 910
Clergyman 0 1 1 1
‘Länsman’ 1 1 1 0
Tradesman 0 0 0 0
Landowning Farmer 95 85 98 100
Tenant Farmer 0 0 1 4
Crofter 0 2 1 2
Craftsman 1 4 4 0
Independent Lodger 5 12 17 57
Worker 0 0 0 0
Total 102 105 123 164

Source: Tabellverket, CEDAR, Demografiska databasen, Umeå universitet.
Note: ‘Länsmän’ may have been registered as landowning farmers and craftsmen as crofters or independent lodgers.
Note: In 1880, independent lodgers were called workers.
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the parish can be considered representative of the whole of Härjedalen. As the number of
people belonging to the upper social classes was very small, the inventories for senior civil
servants and ‘länsmän’ were collected from all ten parishes in Härjedalen. Of these, the
parish of Tännäs had a greater share of households dependent on its iron works, while
Sveg hosted a few more of the households of county officials. In Härjedalen, a major
part of the population was related to the landowning farm households. The ‘länsman’
was a landowning farmer with a commission of trust in legal matters, and most of the
crofters were sons and daughters of landowning farmers.

Several factors had a significant impact on whether and to what extent property was
reported. Individuals from the lower social strata, who had fewer assets, are in general
underrepresented.53 Landownership was associated with a high probate rate, and in the
1810s nearly 80 percent of farmers left a probate inventory.54 Since the probate inventories
for older people tend to reflect a situation where parts of the property had already been
distributed to younger relatives, 65 was set as the upper limit. However, this criterion
was not possible to fulfil by the senior civil servants or by the ‘länsmän’. For those older
than 65, the presence of real estate and livestock has been used as an indicator of an econ-
omically active household. The gender aspect is of importance, since fabrics are included in
the study and the probate inventory only covered the deceased’s clothing. The probate rate
was in general higher for men than for women.55 Almost all probate inventories for senior
civil servants and ‘länsmän’ – 17 and16, respectively–were drawnup formen. The probate
material for farmers covers 41men and 42women.The peasants are represented by 13men
and 6 women. This means that the study covers 135 probate inventories in total.

Farm households’ consumption in relation to others

The overview of the studied goods – objects relating to tea and coffee, porcelain, printed
cotton, silk fabrics and worsted fabrics – shows that there were quite significant differ-
ences in the possession of goods between the four studied groups (see Table 2).

Regarding tea, all senior civil servants owned belongings associated with tea drinking.
For example, in 1763 the county official Peter Spårnberg in Sveg had four tea kettles in tin
or tinplate, five teapots in copper, two cans of tea, two and a half dozen teacups in stone-
ware, plus a certain storage case – a painted wooden tea table, along with one blue and
white tea table cover.56 The amount of tea present decreased across the social structure.
According to the earliest evidence from 1789, only four of the 83 farmers and none of the
peasants owned objects relating to tea.57 The amount of goods relating to coffee followed
the same downward trend. Those who owned tea utensils also had coffee cups, coffee
grinders and coffee pots. The only trace of coffee drinking within the group of farmers
was a copper kettle listed in 1817.58 Coffee does not seem to have become a popular
drink until the 1830s and 1840s. From the 1850s onwards, however, coffee drinking
was frequently mentioned in local medical reports – abundant consumption was con-
sidered to cause chronic gastritis.59

Regarding porcelain, some farm households owned one or two pieces as early as the
1760s. Altogether, nearly two thirds of farm households had porcelain – mainly plates,
but also dishes for fish and bowls for soup. While farmers had at most around a
dozen plates, the senior civil servants could have several dozen different plates. ‘Dutch
plates’ (‘Holländertallrik’) and ‘Dutch bowls’ (‘Holländerskål’) were found in 16
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probate inventories from the years 1763 to 1792. Only one or two at a time, and none of
the households, had both ‘Dutch ware’ and porcelain. ‘Dutch ware’ might refer to Dutch
Delftware, but could also be a name for faience, porcelain, stoneware, porcelain or even
pottery, which are the words used for this category of material. However, ‘Dutch ware’ is
unusual in the probate inventories of senior civil servants, but as common as porcelain
among the peasants, which points to its status as an alternative to genuine porcelain. The
presence of porcelain increased from the 1780s. The findings are in line with Ahlberger’s
conclusion that the demand for porcelain was socially widespread before the turn of the
1800s.

Printed cotton, worsted and silk fabrics are mentioned in almost every third probate
inventory for ‘länsmän’, farmers and peasants. Since silk and cotton were mainly used in
women’s clothing, this overview could be somewhat misleading. This is especially true for
the group of senior civil servants, which includes only one woman. During the studied
period of time, female fashionable dress was characterised by gowns, petticoats, and
jackets in printed cotton and silk.

The use of fabrics differed between the groups. Quilts and curtains in printed cotton
were, above all, found in the probate inventories for senior civil servants. Chintz, a
printed cotton fabric with a glazed finish, was also used for upholstered chairs. When
the master of the iron work Ljusnedal, Johan Hindric Strandberg, died in 1764 he
owned two bedcovers and one nightgown in printed cotton.60 Two of the ‘länsmän’
left three pillowcases and a pair of curtains.61 The farmers and peasants had no items
other than aprons and neckerchiefs in printed cotton. The limited presence of clothing
in printed cotton among the senior civil servants and the ‘länsmän’ is probably explained
by the shortage of female garments.

Garments in silk are noted in almost all the probate inventories for senior civil ser-
vants. When Christina Busk, the wife of the iron master Nils Södergren, died in 1792,

Table 2. The number of probate inventories including tea and coffee utensils, porcelain, printed
cotton, silk fabrics and worsted fabrics, Härjedalen (1760–1820).
Number of Probates with Goods ‘Civil Servants’ ‘Länsmän’ ‘Farmers’ ‘Peasants’

No. of Probate Inventories in Total 17 16 83 19
Tea Utensils 15 3 4 0
Coffee Utensils 15 2 1 0
Printed Cotton 10 3 0 0
Porcelain 14 9 31 4
No. of Probate Inventories with Clothes 14 11 76 14
Printed Cotton 4 2 31 7
Silk Fabrics 13 3 40 5
Worsted Fabrics 14 3 27 5

Anm.: ‘Civil Servants’ (Clergery, County officials, and Ironmasters); ‘Länsmän’ (Landowning farmers with a commission of
trust in legal matters); ‘Farmers’ (Landowning farmers); ‘Peasants’ (Landless Crofters, Farmhands, and Maids)

Source: Probate inventories, Berg, Hede and Svegs, tingslag, ÖLA.

Table 3. The number of clothes, skirts, bodices, aprons and neckerchiefs on average (maximum within
parentheses) in probate inventories for farm wives sorted by year in Lillhärdal parish (1760–1820).
Period Probates Clothes Skirts Bodices Aprons Neckerchiefs

1760–1779 8 51 (99) 7.6 (14) 2.8 (6) 4 (7) 3.7 (8)
1780–1799 15 66 (174) 8.3 (14 4.3 (8) 7.1 (17) 9.5 (27)
1800–1820 17 81 (169) 10.4 (17) 6 (12) 8.6 (16) 10 (22)

Source: Probate inventories, the parish Lillhärdal, Svegs tingslag, ÖLA.
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she owned neckerchiefs and stockings, several jackets, a robe, and a coat in silk. 62 The
men, on the other hand, had velvet breeches, waistcoats, stockings, and nightgowns in
silk. This was completely different from the clothes in the probate inventories for
famers, who only had frame caps and neckerchiefs in silk. Kristina Rolfsdotter, the
wife of a ‘länsman’, was the only one to own a skirt and an apron in silk.63

The use of worsted fabric was also different between the groups. This was a matter of
both type of fabric and type of garment. While the men in the group of iron masters,
county officials and clergymen had three-piece-costumes (‘klädning’), breeches, long
trousers, waistcoats, and coats in camlet, the men within the categories of ‘länsmän’,
farmers and peasants barely had any garments in worsted fabrics. However, the
women in these groups had aprons, bodices, and skirts in stripped calamanco or
pattern-woven damask. Only four of the probate inventories include garments – one
bodice, two skirts and three aprons – in camlet.

The amount of clothes increased for both sexes, especially for women, and the probate
material reveals a flourishing market for accessories. During the studied period, the
average number of clothes increased from 34 to 62 for the men and from 51 to 81 for
the women (see Table 3). Half of the wardrobes consisted of accessories. Women
mainly had frame caps, neckerchiefs and aprons, while men mostly had hats, mittens
and wristlets. During the studied period, the number of aprons and bodices on
average doubled, while the number of handkerchiefs more than tripled from three to
eleven items (see Table 3). There were large individual differences. In affluent house-
holds, the farmwife could have more than 150 items of clothing, including 20 skirts,
25 neckerchiefs, 15 aprons, 10 bodices and five coats.

Purchased fabrics were mainly used for women’s clothing. In 1819, a contemporary
source reported that men’s clothes were homespun and mainly made of leather, while
women also had broadcloth coats, skirts in satin and other worsted qualities, frame
caps in silk and velvet, silk neckerchiefs, and aprons made of cambric and printed
cotton.64 The probate material clarifies that, overall, women’s clothing was of higher
value than men’s.65 Half-woollens were rare in both male and female garments, and
cotton was only used for aprons and neckerchiefs.

Overall, the study confirms that farm households in Härjedalen followed the general
trend of the increasing consumption of market goods during the second half of the
18th century. The farm households’ consumption of goods differed in various ways
from the local elite of clergymen, iron masters, and county civil servants. On the
other hand, there were small differences between the groups of farmers and peasants.
Compared to previous research, the results show that there were both similarities and
differences. The findings regarding tea and coffee utensils correspond to the general
view that tea and coffee were mainly consumed by the upper classes during the
18th century. Coffee, which is described as a popular and daily beverage in the
1820s, was still very rare among the farmers even in the 1810s. The findings for por-
celain, which is found in all groups and increased over time, are in line with previous
studies. The farm households acquired more clothes and increased their consumption
of manufactured fabrics and thus followed the general development. However, their
choice and use of fabrics shows that they held on to heavier woollens and hardly par-
ticipated in the ongoing change towards lighter, softer, and less durable quality
materials.66
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The farm households’ involvement in the distribution of goods between Norway, Häl-
singland and Bergslagen, as well as their own trade in dairy products, furs and fowl, pro-
vided them with income that could be spent on a variety of goods that were within their
reach. Their consumption increased but remained within the established framework.
How can this ‘semi-industrious’ consumer behaviour be explained? The discussion of
the reasons and motives behind the farm households’ consumption of foreign and man-
ufactured goods is structured according to social aspects and practical considerations,
and the economic perspective is woven into the analysis.

Social aspects of consumption

The study clarifies that the pattern of consumption remained class-oriented throughout
the period studied. When the farm economy allowed, new but similar items would be
purchased, usually a fabric intended for clothing. Tea and coffee utensils were as
common within the households of senior civil servants as they were rare within the
strata of farmers and peasants. Higher-ranking civil servants used printed cotton for
bedding while farmers and peasants mainly had neckerchiefs and aprons. Of the
worsted fabrics, senior civil servants used single-coloured camlet for long trousers, waist-
coats and coats, while the farmers and peasants had bodices, waistcoats, aprons, and
skirts in colourful calamancoes and flowered damask. (see Figure 2) Only porcelain
seems to have been a class-neutral item.

As previously mentioned, the social meaning of consumption was genuinely
imbedded in 18th-century society. The century’s four major sumptuary laws trumpeted
that position in society decided the level of consumption. How the rules would be applied
was a matter for the local authorities at parish level. This made the social meaning of con-
sumption a matter of local circumstances, meaning that the practice differed between
regions and depending on the commodity. Overall, though, if people considered the
directives to be reasonable and in line with contemporary customs and fashion, they
were generally followed.67

In Härjedalen, the social barriers were both rigid and loose. On the one hand, local
circumstances created a firm social barrier between the farmers and the classes above
them. On the other, the transhumance system and use of commons to some extent
evened out the differences between landowning farmers and landless peasants.
However, some households pushed the barriers. Tea and coffee utensils are above all
found in probate inventories for the ‘länsmän’, and three of the four farmers who
owned teacups were also churchwardens.68

According to Ahlberger, there were strikingly large differences between the tea
drinking habits of urban and rural areas.69 While drinking tea seems to have been
an established habit in Gothenburg as early as 1750, it was still not very common
among farmers and peasants in the surrounding countryside by 1850. Ahlberger,
who states that tea drinking had a clear connection to class, suggests that the lack
of tea consumers within certain lower classes could be interpreted as a deliberate
social mark against the upper classes.70 The explanation is interesting, but it is not rel-
evant to the conditions in Härjedalen, which hardly had any members of the upper
classes to interact with. In Härjedalen, most households probably considered tea drink-
ing as something socially unthinkable.
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Regarding the use of printed cotton in Härjedalen, the farmers and peasants largely
followed the sumptuary law which, until 1813, allowed its use in frame caps, aprons
and neckerchiefs only.71 Silk fabrics were permitted in frame caps and neckerchiefs. Kris-
tina Rolfsdotter, who was both a daughter and a wife of a ‘länsman’, was the only person
who owned other garments, an apron and a skirt, in silk. Kristina was also one of two
‘länsmän’ who had pillowcases and curtains of printed cotton.72 The commission of
trust in legal matters gave the ‘länsmän’ an elevated position within the group of land-
owning farmers. This position included regular meetings with people within the regional
state administration. This made it socially acceptable for the ‘länsmän’, who also rep-
resented the law, to stretch the norms.73

Of the studied goods, the new fabrics could be made into garments in familiar cuts,
and plates in porcelain had the same function as those of wood. Coffee and tea,
however, gave rise to new habits that required some kind of introduction. Compared
to coastal areas and in the southern parts of Sweden, the population of Härjedalen, as
in the neighbouring areas, was quite homogenous. There was no nobility, and most
people were landowning farmers (see Table 1). The involvement in trade contributed
to mobility, but this was mainly kept within the same social stratum. The nearest town

Figure 2. A bodice in stripped and figured calamanco, ca 1760–1790. The fabrics sheen and smooth
finish indicates that it was made in Norwich, the premier centre for manufacturing worsted fabrics.
Photo: Marie Ulväng/Lillhärdals hembygdsförening.
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was around 250 kilometres away and the road system was poor. Beside the church there
were few occasions and places where people from different classes met. The small social
elite of higher-ranking civil servants meant that craftsmen and servants did not have a
function as intermediaries between classes or groups. The parish tailor, who was
usually a crofter, did not have any customers other than farmers and peasants.

At the same time, farm households in more dynamic areas quickly adopted new
fashions and consumer habits. In Mälardalen, where the farm households traded their
crops, large sums were spent on clothing and objects for the home.74 Long trousers
and cotton gowns, as well as porcelain tableware and printed cotton curtains and
quilts, were common belongings in wealthier households around the turn of the
1800s. As Alan Hutchison has shown, the Norwegian fishermen-farmers acquired tea
and coffee utensils and lighter fabrics for gowns as early as the 1770s. Even so, Hutchison
defines their demand as largely within the traditional limits.75 This behaviour was even
more true for the farm households in Härjedalen. Coffee, gowns and long trousers did
not break through until the 1830s.76 When printed cotton began to be used in bodices
and waistcoats in the 1820s, they were first used at weddings. (see Figure 3) One possible
explanation for why very few farmers and no peasants owned items used for drinking
coffee or tea may have been that they were simply not used to adopting new goods
and habits.

Practical and economic considerations

As mentioned before, domestic trade was highly restricted to cities and periodic markets.
This did not prevent rural households from engaging in trade. Alongside the sale of dairy
products, the farm households of Härjedalen participated with furs and fowl in the

Figure 3. A bodice in printed cotton, 1820s. It’s high waistline and deep neckline shows that local
dress was strongly influenced by the Empire-style. The bodice was worn over a shift and with skirt.
Photo: Marie Ulväng/Lillhärdals hembygdsförening.
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extensive trade between the Norwegian seaport of Trondheim and the mining town of
Röros, the linen industry in Hälsingland and the iron works in Bergslagen. This meant
that foreign and manufactured goods most likely were within reach.

Until the liberation of trade, peddlers had a key role in the spread of colonial goods
and new commodities, as well as in increased consumption in general.77 Pia Lundqvist,
who has studied the Swedish itinerant trade, describes the late 18th century as the begin-
ning of the ‘heyday of peddling’. This expansion responded to social and economic
changes within Swedish society but was also in line with the general developments in
Western Europe which saw an increasing number of more specialised traders emerge
with a wider range of products, although Lundqvist underlines the fact that the
Swedish itinerant trade differed significantly from that on the Continent and in Great
Britain.78 There, peddling had a greater connection with cities and merchants and not
with the peasantry, as in Sweden. A significant proportion of Swedish peddlers, the so-
called Westgothian peddlers (‘Västgötar’) were from rural areas, some distance from
Gothenburg.79 They had the privilege of trading throughout the country, and their
business covered most of it: Lundqvist estimates that peddlers reached as many as
nine out of ten consumers.80

A major advantage – for both peddlers and consumers – was that the wares they
offered could be adapted to demand within their sales district. Textiles, such as fabrics,
aprons and neckerchiefs, were the most common type of goods, but peddlers also
brought smaller items such as pipes and pocket watches.81 Coffee and tea seem to
have been unusual goods. In the probate inventories from Härjedalen, woollen textiles
named after the Västergötland (‘Västgötatäcke’) province, i.e. the region from which
most of the traders originated, were quite common. Until 1847, peddlers were only per-
mitted to trade in home-produced goods, but Lundqvist believes that illegal trading was
widespread, and something that peddlers benefited from, as they crossed borders and
were harder to supervise.82 Shortly after the turn of the 1800s, the flow of illegal
goods, such as worsted fabrics, led to a restriction that aimed to prevent peddlers entering
Norway.83

The supply of foreign worsted fabrics was linked to the British demand for cotton.
Facing competition with the cotton industry at home, weavers in Norwich, the
premier centre for manufacturing worsted fabrics, turned their attention to the peasants
in the Nordic countries.84 Thus the Norwich manufacturers produced goods for the
Swedish market. Comparisons between garments in museum collections and samples
in sales books indicate that Norwich-made worsted fabrics reached Härjedalen
through the port of Trondheim.85 Worsted fabrics were also produced in Stockholm,
but the Norwich-made fabrics maintained a superior quality in terms of dyeing, pattern-
ing, and, especially, finishing, which made them look like silk. The volume of garments of
high-quality worsted fabrics in collections described as striped calamanco, flowered
damask or colourful camlott or taboret, points to the fact that the market for worsted
fabrics flourished in Härjedalen and neighbouring provinces on both sides of the
border at the end of the 18th century.

Recent research on smuggling in late eighteenth-century Sweden by Anna Knutsson
indicates that a large proportion of the worsted fabrics on the Swedish market were
British, and thus illegal products.86 Knutson explains that this situation derived from
the great demand for finer woollen fabrics, the failure of domestic manufacturers to
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produce the required sheen and smooth finish of worsted fabric demanded by the dom-
estic market and the lax attitude towards foreign trade.87 The demand for goods was
related to the general flow of goods. Both Ragnhild Hutchison and Alan Hutchison con-
clude that the Norwegian peasants responded to the consumption acts in neighbouring
areas to a high degree. This was probably much the case in Härjedalen. Farm households
mainly acquired goods which were widely available and socially accepted in the region.

Whatever the reason for consumption, goods were meant to be used, seen, or
shared. For this to be possible, the goods in the survey required different material con-
ditions to be in place, and housing standards played a key role.88 Since windows
became the subject of taxation in the late 1780s it is possible to get an idea of the
size of individual dwellings, and so what goods might have been in them.89 According
to the tax roll of 1789, the living conditions of clergymen, iron masters and county
civil servants were quite substantial. In 1789, the vicar Pehr Rissler was noted as
having ten large and fourteen small windows.90 The same year, the master of Ljusne-
dal’s ironworks Nils Södergren was taxed on six large windows and fourteen small
windows.91 The many rooms and their tiled stoves, wallpaper and various pieces of
furniture tell us that these were homes where goods, such as cotton quilts and porce-
lain teacups, could easily have been used and displayed.

The housing conditions of farmers were quite the opposite. More than half of the farm
dwellings had only one larger kitchen and one chamber (‘enkelstuga’), and almost a third
of the dwellings consisted of two kitchens with an intermediate chamber (‘parstuga’). An
official report on housing in Härjedalen in 1818–1821 confirms that the average dwelling
was a ‘parstuga’ that sometimes had a loft.92 Poor housing, cold winters, and difficulties
in heating homes meant that all household members, servants included, lived and slept in
one of the kitchens – the daily room – during the winter. The other kitchen – the best
room – was used occasionally as a room for feasts. The tax rolls and probate inventories
show that people with a commission of trust, such as the ‘länsmän’, were more likely to
have a larger than average house. The home environment was probably less important in
dictating the farmers’ demand for tea and coffee, but it did have significance for their use
of textiles. Finer textiles like printed cotton were hard to protect from dirt and wear as
long as housing was poor and all household members shared the daily room, and so
the most common bed textile was a woollen material lined with sheepskin (‘fälltäcke’).
Cotton for bedsheets, tablecloths and curtains began to be used in the 1850s. At that
time, earnings from forestry made it possible to rebuild the houses and improve them
with stoves, larger windows and insulated floors. The lack of finer goods for the home
among the group of crofters, farmhands and maids is likely explained by the poor
living conditions and the fact that they were part of other people’s households.

The number of clothes made of manufactured fabric, on the other hand, seems to have
reflected many of the purposes they fulfilled in the farmers’ day-to-day lives. In addition
to their basic function – to warm and protect – clothes’ visual function as a marker for
social belonging, economic capacity and marital status made them a versatile belonging.
Accessories such as aprons and neckerchiefs were both decorative and affordable. Com-
pared with tea and coffee utensils, porcelain, beddings and curtains, clothing did not need
a home to be displayed. Sunday services were a weekly occasion where people from the
whole parish gathered. This provided the best opportunity show off their finery, for what-
ever reason.
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The importance of housing conditions and everyday practice is also prominent in
Alan Hutchison’s analysis of the motives behind the fishermen-farmers demand for
goods, whose domestic environment was similar to that of the farmers in Härjedalen,
and who mainly bought fabrics for clothes.93 The study indicates that practical aspects,
such as the everyday organisation of households, housing conditions and access to
social arenas, were of great importance to households’ pattern of consumption. The ver-
satility and durability of fabrics meant that they met many of the farm households’
requirements and wishes.

The price of goods was central in the choice of goods. As several Nordic studies have
shown, the price of coffee fell sharply at the beginning of the 19th century, leading to a
real boom in coffee drinking. Tea seems to have maintained its exclusiveness, while coffee
was adapted to the peasantry’s material culture and practices. In addition to its reason-
able price, it contained caffeine and could also be mixed with alcohol, which was a part of
the existing local food and drinking culture. As previous mentioned, in Härjedalen, coffee
did not become a popular drink until the 1830s and 1840s, however.

The price of goods was central to consumer choices. A few examples will help to get an
idea of what different sums meant for households. The Swedish money system changed
several times at the end of the 18th century and the monetary value daler kopparmynt,
which was replaced by riksdaler banco in 1776, was converted and adjusted for
inflation according to the base year 1780.94

According to a trade record of 1750, 425 grams of Chinese tea cost 1 riksdaler 26 skil-
ling.95 In the early 1760s, a cow was valued at 4 riksdaler 14 skilling, a goat at 29 skilling, a
barrow at 2 riksdaler 42 skilling, and a sheepskin bed covering at 3 riksdaler.96 A bodice in
worsted damask was valued at 1 riksdaler 21 skilling, and an apron in printed cotton at 12
skilling.97 In the 1780s, when 425 grams of coffee could be purchased for 1 riksdaler 12
skilling, a horse was valued at 12 riksdaler, a cow at 3 riksdaler 16 skilling, and an iron pot
1 riksdaler 32 skilling.98 A skirt in worsted damask was valued at 1 riksdaler 32 skilling, a
silk neckerchief at 16 skilling, and a plate at 2 skilling.99 The examples are few and
approximate, but they do indicate that tea, coffee, and worsted fabrics were relatively
expensive, while porcelain and accessories like aprons and neckerchiefs could be pur-
chased at a reasonable cost.

In comparison with tea and coffee, which disappeared when consumed, and fragile
porcelain, manufactured fabrics may well have been regarded as an investment. Pre-
served garments in worsted fabrics show that these fabrics could be used and reused
for decades.100 In the early 19th century, the value of clothing was around 20 percent
that of the farm households’movable property.101 Clothes were clearly important posses-
sions among the upper social classes as well, but they had more and other ways to com-
municate status and affiliation. Clothing consequently accounts for a small share in their
probate inventories.

Summary

This study of foreign and manufactured goods in the Swedish province of Härjedalen – a
remote but central transit area for goods moving between the Norwegian coast and the
Swedish settlements of Bergslagen and Mälardalen – shows that households were part of
the general historiography of consumption outlined by Berg, Roche, Shammas, Stobart,
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de Vries and Weatherill, among others. However, the findings of tea and coffee utensils,
porcelain, printed cotton, silk fabrics and worsted fabrics show that their pattern of con-
sumption was shaped by the area’s characteristics.

The study has outlined three main features behind the farmers’ consumption. Firstly,
the increased number of livestock and evidence of trading activities indicate that Härje-
dalen underwent a period of increased market participation during the late 18th century.
The consumption of market goods also increased during this period. Porcelain became
more common and was bought in larger quantities from the 1780s onwards. Above
all, farm households increased their consumption of manufactured fabrics for clothing
and fashionable accessories. Women’s clothing changed the most. Similar changes
have been observed in a number of studies on clothing and consumption both in large
urban European settings and Scandinavian rural areas.

Secondly, consumption increased but remained within the traditional and socially
restrained framework – defined as ‘semi-industrious’. Manufactured fabrics were
added to the wardrobe, but the cut and style of clothes did not change much. The key
factor lay in the population structure, consisting mainly of landowning farmers and a
few households belonging to the upper classes. With its large forests, lack of cities, and
small population size, which meant a density of less than one person per square kilo-
metre, Härjedalen hardly facilitated social interactions. People with different social
belongings rarely met to exchange new goods and habits. When the farm economy even-
tually allowed for more consumption, there was little room for new choices. Goods that
could be used in familiar ways, such as woollen fabrics for clothes and porcelain for
meals, were more likely to be embraced. Tea and coffee seem to have been unthinkable
for most farmers and peasants.

While the upper classes used printed cotton in bedding and curtains, farmers and pea-
sants had neckerchiefs and aprons. Of the worsted fabrics, the upper classes used single-
coloured camlet, while the farmers preferred colourful and shiny patterned-woven
damask and striped calamancoes. The use of silk fabrics was limited to frame caps and
neckerchiefs. Gowns, stockings, trousers, and waistcoats in silk fabrics were clothes for
people of the upper classes.

The farmers’ use of printed cotton and silk fabrics continued to follow the sumptuary
laws after they had ceased to apply. Coffee drinking did not break through until the 1830s
or 1840s, nearly twenty years after the general ‘coffee boom’. However, some households
pushed the norms. The small presence of tea and coffee utensils, beddings in cotton, and
silk fabrics in clothes, belonged to landowning farmers with a commission of trust in legal
matters or within the church.

Thirdly, practical aspects such as housing conditions and the everyday organisation of
households, which of course depended on economic conditions, were important for
households’ valuation of goods. The larger farm dwellings consisted of two rooms
with an intermediate chamber. Poor housing and difficulties in heating meant that all
household members, servants included, cooked, slept, socialised, and performed handi-
crafts in the daily room during the winter. This made it difficult to store large quantities
of porcelain and use cotton in textiles for the home. Clothing, on the other hand, did not
need a home to be displayed, and the Sunday service was a weekly occasion where people
gathered and socialised and could show off to one another.
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In terms of some general changes in demand, the dominance of heavy woollens, linen,
and leather for clothing, and the lack of cotton and linen in bedding, shows that farm
households preferred durable materials and did not look for comfort in terms of
lighter and softer materials, which was the general trend. On the other hand, for as
long as homes were difficult to heat, heavy woollens and fur provided necessary
warmth and comfort. In comparison with tea and coffee, which were consumed, and
with fragile porcelain, manufactured fabrics appeared as good long-term investments.

To conclude, from the flow of foreign and manufactured goods that reached Härjeda-
len, by way of the farmers themselves and through peddlers, farm households picked
socially acceptable goods that fitted their practical purposes, i.e. for mainly manufactured
woollen fabrics for clothes and printed cotton for aprons and neckerchiefs. Consumption
increased over time, but stayed largely within traditional limits. However, their demand
for finer quality items, such as worsted fabrics made in Norwich and printed cotton from
European undertakings, and their trade and transportation of goods across wider areas,
definitely made them part of the ongoing commercialisation process.
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